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Trying to look ahead to the unknown things that may await us
in our future can be, especially in times of crisis, somewhat
unsettling. For that reason, we often take comfort at looking
back at memorable times in our past that make us smile. At
least I do.

When I think of my past, I invariably return to the summers of
my “teenhood.” My family belonged to our community pool. The
period between Memorial Day and Labor Day was spent, more
often than not, at that concrete oasis where I first learned
to swim, later to match myself against others in swimming
competitions.

Being  part  of  a  summer  swim  team  was  the  first  time  I
completely immersed myself in a communal society of sorts.
Being part of that team; wearing their colors (usually in the
form  of  a  rather  ugly  speedo  racing  suit)  was  my  sole
identifier  during  those  formative  summers.

And I have just recently discovered that I was not alone in
that assessment. I recently found an Super 8 reel of film that
contained footage of my old swim team during one of their away
meets.  I  decided  to  post  it  on  a  closed  Facebook  group
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comprised of people who went to the same high school as I. I
was shocked to see the reaction to that footage. People I
haven’t seen in over 45 years started posting and sharing
their stories and memories. They helped to identify people who
appeared in their younger forms in that footage and ‘tagging’
other people who they thought would be blessed to see the past
come to life again. It felt kind of good to get the whole gang
together again.

Michael  Ondrasik  and  Home  Video  Studio  specialize  in  the
preservation of family memories through the digitalization of
film,  videotapes,  audio  recordings,  photos,  negatives  and
slides. For more information, call 352-735-8550 or visit our
website.
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